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The Pantheon, built in 126 C.E. by the
architects of the Emperor Hadrian still

boasts the largest unsupported dome in the
world at 43.3 m high. It is a coffered concrete
hemisphere whose base rests on a ring of the
same diameter.

The ring is in turn supported by a series of
relieving brick arches that transfer the weight to
8 massive (6m thick), but hollow, concrete piers
interspaced with vaults (above, left) of pitched
brick arches. The concrete dome varies in
thickness and density from base to the occulus,
owing to the different aggregates it contains. It
was poured onto a formwork supporting a
network of brick arches that stopped the
concrete from slumping while it dried.

The multicolored marble revetments in the
interior (left) are mostly original stone.



The basilica ofHaga Sophia (“Holy
Wisdom”) built in 536 C.E. by the

Emperor Justinian in his capital
Constantinople has a masonry dome that
spans a rectangular space defining the nave.
The tall central dome - about 30m in diameter

and 55 m from the floor- rests on “triangular”
spandrils at the corners of the rectangle.
These form arches under which galleries
extend along two sides of the nave. The other
two arches are filled by smaller by half-domes
(above). The weight of the main dome,

reconstructed on brick ribs in 562 after an
earthquake, is carried by massive pillars of
brick with wide joints filled with a kind of
concrete. The masonry pillars slumped during
the original build and have been supported
over the centuries by additional butresses.







F ilippo Brunelleschi, a goldsmith, devised means to build the
dome of the Duomo of Florence as sketched by architect Neri di

Fioravante. Unable to employ the methods of the Pantheon (the
secrets of Roman concrete had been lost), he achieved the 42 m span
of the octagonal base without the use of buttresses as required by the

overall design of the church and without formwork during
construction. He supported the weight of the duel dome of bricks laid
in a herringbone pattern with novel catenary-arch sandstone ribs &
installed horizontal stone and iron ‘hoops’ to contain the spread. The
dome, finished in 1536, still dominates Florence’s skyline.





The dome of the basilica of St Peter in
Rome is the grand-child of the domes of

the Parthenon and the Duomo of Florence,
but it excels both in volume and grace. At 157
m it is the tallest dome in the world and, at 41
m, wider than the dome of theHaga Sophia.
Michelangelo, who took over the final designs
in his ‘70s, adopted Brunelleschi’s solution of

dual domes with supporting ribs. They stand
on a ring below which is a peristyle of columns
with lights between. The ring of the peristyle
rests on a pendative of four spandrils
supported, in turn, by four massive, 45 m-tall,
masonry piers decorated with Corinthian
pilasters that had already been constructed
(badly) as part of the original Bramante

design. Coffered arches between the spandrils
form the nave and apses. Michelangelo’s
dome is ovoid, unlike the hemispherical
Parthenon and so needs less bracing against
spread (still, iron-chain hoops have been
installed). The outer dome is taller than the
inner dome.









Amodern coffered dome in the
Vatican Museum



The domed ceiling of the Baptistry of Neon: the oldest structure still standing in Ravenna
(late 5h century). The Byzantine mosaic ceiling (restored) depicts the baptism of Christ by
St John. The figures are apostles and evangelists.



The frescoed ceiling of the late 12th century, rib-vaulted dome of the Baptistry of Parma. Stylistically Romanesque but leaning toward Gothic.



The Sultan AhmedMosque (“the Blue Mosque”) in Istanbul is the
culmination of two centuries of both Ottoman and Byzantine

architecture. It incorporates some Byzantine elements of the
neighboring Hagia Sophia with traditional Islamic architecture and is

arguably the last great mosque of the classical period of Ottoman
Empire. The central dome, supported on spandrils, is surrounded by
four semi-domes and six minarets, four of which are visible here.



The interior of the Mosque at every level is covered with tens of thousands of
glazed Nicean tiles; many representing fruits, flowers and cypresses. The Sultan
decided to fix the price he would pay for the tiles, with the result that the quality

deteriorated over time. The windows were originally Venetian glass but have
been replaced over time with modern stained glass. The cables in this photo
suspend a massive chandelier that almost covers the floor area.



San Vitale, the sixth century
basilica in Ravenna that is
renowned for its Byzantine

mosaics of the Emperor Justinian
and the Empress Theodora, was
constructed on a typical Byzantine
polygonal floor-plan with early use
of external flying buttresses to
support the high walls. The vault
and Romanesque dome was
constructed with hollow fired-clay
tubes inserted into each other for a
lightweight but strong
construction. Much later, a double
vaulted ambulatory with an uppper
level — amatrimonium where
women viewed the ceremonies —
was added around the central apse
(next page).

The frescoes on the central dome
(left) are 18th century frippery.





This Romanesque chapel of Santo Stefano in Bologna, built over the remains of a Roman
temple has an 11th century, closed, dodecahedral vault built in a typical unsupported, layered
brick-masonry pattern (that seems to have shifted slightly with time or repairs).



Domes were often small and uninspiring in the heavy Romanesque
style and are not characteristic of Gothic architecture that used
soaring, externally buttressed, rib vaulting to make room for high
windows. Domes return with renaissance classicism e.g. in Florence.

But the gothicCathedral of Toledo has been partly remodeled in a
rococo style to provide a sort of ‘lantern’ dome in the ambulatory
behind the main altar (next pages).





A closer view of the internal decoration of the ‘lantern’



Domes are not always graceful & beautiful. This baroque gloop surmounts the Chapel of
Nosa Señora do Pilar in the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela (Spain). The 11th

century Romanesque church was ‘beautified’ in the 18th century in the worst possible taste:
no doubt to market the pilgrimage of St James.



Cordoba’s Mosque/Cathedral is a remarkable palimpsest of
architectural styles; overlaying romanesque (Visigoth), Moorish,

Gothic and Renaissance elements in a mostly harmonious way thanks
to constant revisions between the 8th and 16th centuries. Here we see a
part of a chapel with gothic, rib-vaulted roof (rear) standing on

Moorish arches and Visigoth columns (re-cycled Roman columns).
On the next page, a 10th century Moorish dome elsewhere in the
Mosque with six cross-arches: one of the earliest of this kind of
Muslim architecture (it’s not clear whether they are structural or
decorative here).





The Nave of the Cathedral, constructed in the 16th century in the center of the mosque,
uses an oval dome suspended on four pendatives that feature carvings of the four
Evangelists. The transverse apses have elaborately decorated barrel-vaulted ceilings.





Somedomes are for external display rather than internal
light, such as these glazed ‘onion’ domes on St Basil’s

Cathedral on Red Square in Moscow



R ussia’s Orthodox Church is — orwas
until Moscow severed the link in 2018 —
the fifth patriarchy of the Greek

Orthodox Church, whose primate is the
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople: the
“Eastern Pope”. The dominance of the Eastern
church in Russia began with the influence of
Constantinople over the Slavic regions north of
the Baltic sea from about the 10th century. The
first notable conversion to Christianity was
Prince Vladimir of Kiev in 988. Eleven
centuries later, Moscow renounced the link
following its break with Ukraine.

The Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood (St
Petersburg) is a memorial to Tsar Alexander II
who was assassinated here in 1883.* It was
finally consecrated under the last Tsar,
Nicholas II in 1907.

In a nation with a wealth of great mosaic art,
this church contains some of the most
spectacular.

Next page: The mosaic of Christ Pancreator
beneath the main dome.

* It was the second anarchist who killed Alexander. The
first bomb thrown at his carriage had failed to injure the
Tsar, who dismounted to remonstrate with the would-be
assassin. An accomplice standing nearby exploded a
second device killing the Tsar and himself.





Most churches and public buildings in St Petersburg have a neo-
classical style. St Isaac’s Cathedral is a prominent example designed
by Louis de Montferrand the early 19th century, based on a Greek-
Cross floor-plan. The central dome (101 m) on a high pedestal was

one of the first to use cast-iron supports and influenced later dome
design including e.g. the dome of the United States’ Capitol
building, and...



... The dome of the San Francisco City Hall.



Of course, cast iron construction opens up many new possibilities for domed ceilings : the Palace Hotel in San Francisco.



D omes belong mainly to the classical and
neoclassical styles of architecture, and to

their decorative descendants (baroque, art-
deco).

Antoni Gaudi’s modernist, idiosyncratic design
for the Sagrada Familia church in Barcelona
calls for the roof of the nave to be supported
with tree-like forms. There is a central ‘rose’
but the only dome is the illuminated baldachin
that hangs above the altar.



T hese images were not planned as a
collection. Domes naturally attract the

eye, so I found these and more scattered
around my photo catalog.The earliest photos
are from a 2011 visit to Istanbull when I was
using a tiny Olympus Zx-1 travel compact. Later
images (Moscow, St Petersburg) were made
with a Nikon D-550 with an 18-55mm f4-5.6
lens; an Olympus Pen-F with a 12-40mm f2.8
lens (Toledo, Cordoba, Compostela,
Barcelona), and; with an Olympus OM-D EM1
MkII with the same 12-40mm lens and a 12-
100mm f4.0 lens (Bologna, Ravenna, Parma,
Rome).

This image of the dome of the Czech Ministry
of Trade and Industry building in Prague
(1934), and of the moon’s half-dome, was taken
with a Nikon D-810 and a Zeiss APO Sonar
135mm f2 lens in 2017.
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